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When Legends Become Science 
Without critical thinking, students can be made to believe anything. 

Look up into to-omp-pi-av, the sky, and 
there stand poot-see, the stars, when they are 
not hiding behind the clouds.  Look up and find 
a family of seven with no one great one—no 
father—among them.  They are pe-ats, the 
mother, to-at-sen, the son, and manigee patsun, 
five daughters.  Once they were Indians and 
lived on the earth. 

And the narrow-nap, the Pahute storyteller, 
would tell how the star group we know as 
Pleiades came to be, and why the coyote looks 
up when he howls.  He would tell how the 
father, Tu-re-ris, was very angry because his 
family disobeyed him; how his wife and 
children went up into the sky to escape his rage, 
and how he tried to shoot them down—and, 
failing that, made them stay up there forever. 

He would tell how To-at-sen, the son, 
answered back, “If you make us into stars so we 
can never come down, we will make you into 
tear-a-sin-ab, the wild coyote, and you can 
never come up.  You will run around in the 
bush all night, and when the morning daylight 
begins to come and we fade out of sight, you 
will be very lonesome.  You will be very sad.  
You will look up and cry and yelp and howl.” 

It was even so.  Despite his anger, Tu-re-ris 
loved his family and mourns for them.  When 
you are awakened at the first streak of dawn by 
the soul-piercing cry of the coyote, you will 
remember that it is the soul of Tu-re-ris crying 
for his lost loved ones. 1
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Should this be taught in science class?  It is 
                                                           
1 William R. Palmer, 1978,  Why The North Star 
Stands Still and Other Indian Legends, back cover, 
https://www.amazon.com/North-Stands-Still-Indian-
Legends/dp/0915630125/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1
496079122&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+The+North+ 
Star+Stands+Still+and+Other+Indian+Legends 

based on scientific truth.  The Pleiades certainly 
exist, and coyotes certainly howl, so the question 
really is, “Should it be taught as astronomy or 
biology?” ☺  You may think this is a funny 
question.  (We certainly hope so.  We are trying to 
be funny.)  But we are using it to make a serious 
point.  What makes this Pahute legend different 
from the following NASA legend? 

Cepheus B, a molecular cloud located in our 
Milky Galaxy about 2,400 light years from the 
Earth, provides an excellent model to determine 
how stars are formed. This composite image of 
Cepheus B combines data from the Chandra X-
ray Observatory and the Spitzer Space 
Telescope. 

A molecular cloud is a region containing 
cool interstellar gas and dust left over from the 
formation of the galaxy and mostly contains 
molecular hydrogen. The Spitzer data, in red, 
green and blue shows the molecular cloud (in 
the bottom part of the image) plus young stars 
in and around Cepheus B, and the Chandra data 
in violet shows the young stars in the field. 

The Chandra observations allowed the 
astronomers to pick out young stars within and 
near Cepheus B, identified by their strong X-ray 
emission. The Spitzer data showed whether the 
young stars have a so-called "protoplanetary" 
disk around them. Such disks only exist in very 
young systems where planets are still forming, 
so their presence is an indication of the age of a 
star system. 

The new study suggests that star formation 
in Cepheus B is mainly triggered by radiation 
from one bright, massive star (HD 217086) 
outside the molecular cloud. According to the 
particular model of triggered star formation that 
was tested - called the radiation- driven 
implosion (RDI) model - radiation from this 
massive star drives a compression wave into the 
cloud triggering star formation in the interior, 



while evaporating the cloud's outer layers. 2

Yes, there is hydrogen gas and dust out there; 
but how do you know it was left over from the 
formation of a galaxy?  How do you know how far 
away the dust and gas is?  In other words, how do 
you know the dust is as far away as Cepheus B 
is?  What if that cloud of gas is really only a tenth 
of the way from Earth to Cepheus B?  What 
method can you use for depth perception? 

There are stars in the field of view around 
Cepheus B, but how do you know they are “young 
stars”?  Can the claim that they have “strong X-
ray emission” and have a “protoplanetary disk 
around them” really be considered proof of age? 

Is the test of the RDI model really valid and 
conclusive?  Have people today totally 
abandoned critical thinking?  Why do people 
accept these unsubstantiated claims without 
thinking about them? 
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What really is the difference between believing 
that the Pleiades were formed by domestic abuse 
by a coyote, and believing that Cepheus B was 
formed by radiation from HD 217086?  Why is one 
a legend and the other “science”? 

  
Astrophysics vs. 

Electronic Warfare 
Electronic signals are subject to interpretation. 

Tyler asked us this question about a 
documentary that claims there is compelling 
astrophysical evidence for creation. 

I recently came across the documentary "The 
Principle".  I was a little put off by the 
trailer because it looked rather over the top 
and propagandistic; especially since I knew 
some of the scientists interviewed were most 
certainly not creationists but after watching 
the film I cant [sic] see how they were 
misrepresented.  It looked more like they were 
just disgruntled that the producers [sic] 
agenda differed from their own. 

I must admit though that I didn't fully 
understand how exactly the cmd [sic] appears 
to correlate to our galaxy or the earths [sic] 
equinox etc.  In the end I didn't feel like I 
had a firm enough grasp of the claims to make 
a judgement [sic] one way or another. 

I couldn't find anything on your site 
related to this subject.  I was just wondering 
if you thought it was complete nonsense or if 
you have any plans to address this subject in 
the future? 

Tyler. 

We have not seen the documentary, so we 
neither endorse nor dispute it.  Therefore we can’t 

                                                           
2 https://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/ 
image_feature_1444.html 

say much about the documentary itself; but we will 
share our thoughts on the issues addressed by 
the documentary. 

I watched the trailer for the movie on 
YouTube.3  I agree that the trailer could be 
considered “over the top.”  Astrophysicists were 
shown saying outrageous things, including, 
“Everything we think we know about our Universe 
is wrong,” and that there is a “crisis in cosmology.”  
The editing makes it appear that cosmologists 
have completely rejected conventional 
astrophysics.  Scientists routinely make these 
exaggerated statements to get on Nova and other 
science fiction shows.  The trailer makes it appear 
that some new discoveries have completely 
disproved the Big Bang, and so these atheists 
have no other choice but to admit that the Bible is 
true.  The scientists portrayed have publicly said 
that their words were unfairly twisted. 

Max Tegmark explained that DeLano 
"cleverly tricked a whole bunch of us scientists 
into thinking that they were independent 
filmmakers doing an ordinary cosmology 
documentary, without mentioning anything 
about their hidden agenda." 4

They thought it was an ordinary documentary 
with an evolutionary hidden agenda instead of a 
creationist hidden agenda. ☺ 

Email 

We realize that the trailer used these 
provocative statements to make the movie seem 
so important that you feel compelled to watch it.  
Every movie trailer is designed to make you want 
to go see the movie.  This particular trailer didn’t 
work for me.  I didn’t buy the DVD. 

The Premise of The Principle 
We found a 45-minute interview on YouTube 5 

in which the producer, Rick DeLano, summarized 
The Principle.  He claims that measurements of 
cosmic background radiation prove that the Earth 
is at the physical center of the Universe.  From 
that he concludes that the Earth is at the spiritual 
center of the Universe, which proves the Bible is 
true. 

In more technical terms, he believes in the 
Geocentric model, in which the Sun, Moon, and 
stars all circle the Earth and rejects the commonly 
accepted Copernican model.  

Copernican heliocentrism is the name given 
to the astronomical model developed by 
Nicolaus Copernicus and published in 1543. It 
positioned the Sun near the center of the 
Universe, motionless, with Earth and the other 

                                                           
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8cBvMCucTg 
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Principle 
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBWG-Hy_H4w 
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planets rotating around it in circular paths 
modified by epicycles and at uniform speeds. 
The Copernican model departed from the 
Ptolemaic system that prevailed in Western 
culture for centuries, placing Earth at the center 
of the Universe, and is often regarded as the 
launching point to modern astronomy and the 
Scientific Revolution. 6

Critical Thinking 
This month’s feature article lamented the fact 

that critical thinking is sadly lacking in our society 
today.  Let’s apply some critical thinking here. 

The three issues are (1) the concept of “the 
center,” (2) the measurement of cosmic 
background radiation, and (3) the spiritual 
implications of the location of the center.  We will 
not address the third issue at all because it has 
nothing to do with science.  We will address the 
first two issues as they relate to the theory of 
evolution. 

Where is the Center? 
To a mathematician or engineer, the center is 

the origin of a coordinate system that makes the 
calculations the easiest.  The notion of a center is 
purely arbitrary. 

Does the Moon orbit the Earth or the Sun?  It 
seems like a pretty easy question to answer—but 
it isn’t. 

I ran into this question in college doing a 
physics homework problem.  The problem stated 
the mass of the Sun, the mass of the Earth, the 
mass of the Moon, the distance between the Sun 
and the Earth, and the distance between the 
Earth and the Moon.  The chapter had already 
given us the equation for computing the 
gravitational force between two objects given their 
masses and separation, so we students had all 
the information we needed. 

The first problem was to compute the 
gravitational force between the Earth and the 
Moon.  I made the calculation and checked the 
answer in the back of the book.  I got it right. 

The second problem was to compute the 
gravitational force between the Sun and the Moon 
during a solar eclipse (when the Moon is between 
the Sun and the Earth). I made the calculation and 
checked the answer in the back of the book.  I got 
it right. 

The third problem was, “Since, as you have 
just seen, the gravitational pull of the Sun on the 
Moon is greater than the gravitational pull of the 

                                                           
6 https:// 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copernican_heliocentrism 

Earth on the Moon, why doesn’t the Moon orbit 
the Sun instead of the Earth?”  The answer to that 
question was not in the back of the book, and it 
took me more than an hour to figure it out! 

There is no question that the Moon orbits the 
Earth.  Everybody knows that.  But the Sun is so 
much more massive than the Earth that its 
gravitational force on the Moon really is stronger 
than the Earth’s despite being 93 million miles 
away.  Why doesn’t the Sun snatch the Moon 
away from the Earth?  It must be a trick 
question—and it sort of is. 

The correct answer is that the Moon really 
does orbit the Sun.  From a vantage point far 
away in space, you would see both the Earth and 
Moon orbiting the Sun.  The Moon’s orbit around 
the Sun isn’t perfectly elliptical.  The Moon’s orbit 
around the Sun has little squiggles in it as it is 
pulled in, out, forward and back by the Earth 
orbiting along side of it. 

Mathematically, the origin of a coordinate 
system is the center.  You can pick the center to 
be wherever it makes the calculations the easiest.  
If you pick the center to be the Sun, the 
calculations of high and low tides on Earth would 
be much more difficult than if you pick the center 
of the Earth to be the origin of the coordinate 
system. 

So, generally speaking, any argument about 
where the center is, is bogus.  In particular, it gets 
even worse when you try to define the center of 
the Big Bang because (according to the theory) 
the Big Bang did not happen at a particular point 
in space.  Time and space were created by the 
Big Bang, so all the space was in a single point 
when space was created.  So, every point in 
space today was at the center of the Big Bang 
when it supposedly happened. 

Background Radiation 
In a previous article,7 we pointed out that the 

“prediction” of uniform background radiation 
caused by the Big Bang was made after the 
uniform radiation was discovered by accident.  
Then the “prediction” was changed after it was 
discovered that the radiation wasn’t really uniform 
after all.  Predictions made after the fact aren’t 
really predictions.  (On the other hand, we did 
predict in 1999 that no horse would win the 2017 
Kentucky Derby in less than 2 minutes—and we 
were right. 8) 

Cosmic microwave background radiation is of 

                                                           
7 Disclosure, August, 2015, “Scientific Predictions”, 
http://www.scienceagainstevolution.info/v19i11e1.htm 
8 Disclosure, June, 1999, “The Kentucky Derby Limit, 
http://scienceagainstevolution.info/v3i9f.htm 
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interest to evolutionists because it is supposed to 
be proof of the Big Bang, and proof that the 
Universe is old enough for life to arise and evolve 
into all the various forms of life.  So, the two 
questions we need to answer are, “Are the 
measurements of background radiation 
accurate?” and, if so, “What do the measurements 
prove?”  These are the questions that critical 
thinkers would ask, but mind-numbed skulls full of 
mush would never consider. 

Accuracy 
Astrophysicists point a radio telescope at 

every place in the sky to try to measure how much 
cosmic radiation is coming from that specific 
direction. 

It is hard to build a radio telescope with a very 
narrow field of view.  Every antenna pattern has 
side lobes.  That is, every antenna lets some 
energy leak in from a direction other than the one 
in which the antenna is pointing.  Measuring an 
antenna pattern is so hard that it has taken nearly 
two years (so far) to get a new (simple) Yagi 
antenna for radio station KRSF to be measured 
and approved (and it still hasn’t been).  Highly 
directional antennas, like one needed to make 
background radiation measurements, are even 
harder to build and test. 

There is also a problem called “multi-path.”   
Electronic signals bounce off things, so there are 
multiple paths between the source and the 
antenna, some of which cause constructive 
interference (which makes the signal stronger) or 
destructive interference (which makes the signal 
weaker).  In the 1950’s, television sets used 
indoor rabbit ear antennas to receive the TV 
signal.  It was difficult to orient the rabbit ears 
properly to get the best picture because the TV 
signals bounced off people (among other things).  
If you set the rabbit ears to get the best picture, 
then walked away from them, the signal might 
disappear completely.  Light from a star outside 
the field of view might reflect off of an asteroid in 
the field of view causing an unusually high 
reading. 

Even if you could build an antenna with a very 
narrow field of view, and no side lobes, where in 
space can you find someplace that doesn’t have 
any stars in it?  They are everywhere!  Some are 
too faint to see with the naked eye—but they are 
there.  There are always going to be some stars in 
the field of view no matter where you look.  So the 
mythical perfect antenna would pick up the sum of 
the foreground radiation from the stars in the field 
of view plus the background radiation (if any).  
How do astrophysicists distinguish foreground 
radiation from background radiation?  They can’t. 

There is also something called the “noise floor” 

in electronic detectors.  If you tune your radio to a 
frequency other than one a nearby radio station is 
using, and turn the volume way up, you will hear 
noise.  Some of that noise comes from other radio 
stations very far away, but even if there were no 
other radio stations, there would still be noise 
generated by random fluctuations of voltage in the 
first amplifier stage.  Building a low-noise 
preamplifier is very difficult, and it is never 
perfectly quiet.  Remember, the object of the 
measurement is to measure how black the black 
part of the sky is (which is almost totally black) so 
any electronic noise will affect the measurement. 

Earlier we asked, “How do astrophysicists 
distinguish foreground radiation from background 
radiation?”  Our answer was that astrophysicists 
can’t. 

On the other hand, I hold Patent 4,575,723, 
issued March 11, 1986, for the Foliage Clutter 
Rejector I developed at the end of the Vietnam 
War.  This algorithm was part of the Battlefield 
Surveillance Radar (BSR, also known as the 
Folpen Radar) which was designed to separate 
the jungle vegetation background radar returns 
from the signals bouncing off soldiers sneaking 
through jungle vegetation. 

How do we know it worked?  We tested it.  We 
had soldiers move along a predetermined path 
through some vegetation and compared the 
soldier’s actual position with the Folpen Radar 
output.  Based on the results of those tests, we 
made changes and tested again. 9 Astrophysicists 
have no way to confirm the outputs of their radio 
telescopes are actually valid. 

Electronic warfare engineers and 
astrophysicists both use scientific knowledge to 
understand how things work.  The difference is 
that engineers have to build a product based on 
that knowledge.  The success or failure of that 
product proves or disproves the theory upon 
which the product is based.  All the brilliant 
theoretical rhetoric about how a weapon can 
detect the enemy is meaningless if the weapon 
fails to detect the enemy in combat. 

Astrophysicists say all sorts of things about 
dark matter, dark energy, black holes, and planets 
outside our solar system that cannot be 
experimentally verified.  You have to take their 
word for it.  Their only credibility comes from the 
academic degree they hold, and where they got it.  
Just because someone claims to be smarter than 
you, it should not prevent you from questioning  
his opinions. 

                                                           
9 Since the next two wars were fought in the jungles of 
Iraq ☺, the BSR was never used in combat during 
either of the two Gulf Wars. 



The Creation/Evolution 
Connection 
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Since the location of “the center” is an arbitrary 
choice that depends purely on ease of 
computation, it cannot be used to prove or 
disprove creation or evolution.  The Geocentric 
model does not prove creation.  Copernican 
heliocentrism does not prove evolution. 

There is no “right” or “wrong” model.  Both 
models are useful in celestial mechanics, 
depending upon the situation.  The Geocentric 
model is most useful for calculating a trip to the 
Moon, or docking with the International Space 
Station.  The Copernican model works better for 
calculating a trip to Mars or the Voyager 
spacecraft itinerary.  Neither model has any 
relevance to creation or evolution. 

Background radiation measurements are so 
fraught with technical difficulties that they are 
meaningless.  Even if it were possible to measure 
background radiation accurately, it would not 
prove anything about the origin of the Universe.  
Whatever process created the Universe (either 
the Big Bang or God) might have created random 
background radiation, non-random background 
radiation, or uniform background radiation. 

 

 

Sources and 
Methods 

George objected to our use of Wikipedia as a source. 

George doesn’t think we should use Wikipedia 
as a source because it is biased and inaccurate. 

I am writing because I noticed you use 
Wikipedia links as references sometimes.  I do 
not think it's a good source for an 
"encyclopedic" or "academic" reference.  I use 
it for the reference links below the article 
and for less academic subjects such as 
entertainment or sports.  Current events?  It 
depends how you like your "news."  I find it 
liberally biased.  … 

Moreover, I almost spit out my coffee when 
I first heard the term "Wikipedia standards" 
in a news article, such as, “It's not up to 
Wikipedia standards.”  Anyone can change the 
content in it. 

George brings up some valid points.  We are 
certainly aware that Wikipedia is very liberally 
biased—that’s one of the reasons why we use it. 

Rather than quoting what creationists say that 
evolutionists say, we quote what evolutionists say 
directly.  Furthermore, rather than just providing 
you with the relevant snippets of what they say, 
we provide links to the source so you can read 
those comments in context, and see that we have 

not twisted their words. 

It is true that anyone can edit a Wikipedia 
article.  We have always been concerned about 
that.  There is a danger that something we quote 
in a Wikipedia article might not still be there when 
you go to check it.  That’s the reason we tried not 
to quote Wikipedia very much in our first ten or so 
years of publication.  Instead, we quoted other 
evolutionists’ articles we found on the web.  We 
discovered, however, that after a few years those 
articles were no longer there (either because the 
author took them down, or because they changed 
web servers) and the links simply return a “404 
Page Not Found” error.  Wikipedia doesn’t seem 
to be going away soon. 

Of course, people do try to correct liberal lies 
on Wikipedia; but those corrections usually don’t 
last long.  The corrections are termed 
“vandalism,” the corrections are removed, and the 
person making the correction is barred from 
making any future corrections. 

When we quote Wikipedia, we aren’t quoting 
them as an authority.  We are quoting them as a 
reflection of popular liberal opinion right now.  The 
same is true of the science tabloids (Scientific 
American, National Geographic, Discover, 
Science News, etc.) we quote.  They aren’t 
credible, either—but they, too, are an accurate 
reflection of the propaganda of the day, and have 
longer persistence on the Internet.  (But the 
embarrassing link to the winner of Discover 
magazine’s “Evolution in Two Minutes” video 
contest, which we told you about when we 
entered the contest,10 is no longer active.) 

Email 

In our Web Site of the Month column (which 
we started publishing when “website” was spelled 
as two words) we direct you to interesting sites 
regardless of whether we agree with them or not.  
We don’t endorse them, or cite the site as an 
authority.  We present them to you simply so that 
you will be exposed to various points of view, 
which you can evaluate for yourself. 

In our Email column, we usually don’t print the 
whole email because we want to address just the 
pertinent parts.  For example, George’s email also 
contained examples of obvious liberal bias on 
Wikipedia, and links to some sources he 
considers to be more credible.  We didn’t print 
that part of his email because an argument about 
which sources are most biased and least reliable 
is a distraction from the point we want to make, 
which is that we point you to sources which reflect 
current evolutionary thinking, even though that 
thinking is wrong.
                                                           
10 Disclosure, January 2010, “Evolution Video 
Finalists”, 
http://scienceagainstevolution.info/v14i4f.htm 



 

 
 

by Lothar Janetzko 

Web Site of the Month – June 2017 

Creation and 
Evolution 

http://wipfandstock.com/creation-and-evolution.html 
Rethinking the Evidence from Science and the Bible 

This month’s website review looks at a book I recently discovered while searching the Internet for topics 
relating to creation and evolution.  The book has the title, Creation and Evolution, by Alan Hayward.  It is 
found on the website of WIPF and STOCK PUBLISHERS.  The website provides the following summary of 
what the book is about: “Even non-Christian scientists are attacking the traditional evolutionary theory still 
taught in many schools as fact.  In ‘Creation and Evolution’ British physicist Dr. Alan Hayward draws 
evidence solely from these non-Christian researchers to discredit gradual evolution and Darwin’s mechanism 
of natural selection.  Hayward also examines in detail young earth theories, flood geology, and geological 
testimony to an ancient earth…Bowing neither to theistic evolution nor scientific creationism, Hayward writes 
from the perspective of a Christian physicist committed both to a high view of Scripture and rigorous honesty 
with scientific data.” 

On the website describing the book you will find a picture of the book and a LOOK INSIDE link that allows 
the reader to view the Contents of the book, which is organized as follows: Introduction; Part I – THE 
GENUINE SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIONS TO DARWINISM; PART II – THE AGE OF THE EARTH; PART III – 
BIBLE TEACHING ON CREATION; Notes and References; Index of Names; and Index of Subjects. 

The Contents of the book are presented as links so you can read the Introduction and Part I, and a single 
page from Part II of the book.  In total, you can read the first 69 pages of the book on the website. 

I found it interesting to read about how Dr. Hayward viewed the ongoing debate about creation and 
evolution and why he chose to write the book in the manner he did.  “My first aim is to present facts, so that a 
thoughtful Christian can reach an informed decision as to where he stands.  At the very least the book might 
help him to appreciate that there are other points of view besides his own.”  He also states the reason why in 
Part I of the book his “arguments and quotations have been drawn exclusively from the writings of 
evolutionists who oppose Darwinism.” 

Part I of the book also covers a lot of the history of how the views of Darwinists have changed over the 
years since Darwin’s publication of Origin of Species. 

If you want to order a paperback copy of the book, all the information can be found on the website.  I 
certainly found that the book made for interesting reading. 

 
   
  

 You are permitted (even encouraged)                   
to copy and distribute this newsletter. 

Disclosure, the Science Against Evolution newsletter, is edited by R. David Pogge. 

All back issues are on-line at ScienceAgainstEvolution.info. 
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